My California
As summers turn to fall
The birds begin to call
All their kin from mountains tall
The rivers flow
The winds blow
Over the fields of oranges and avocados
Canyons and national parks and the tall Redwood barks
Fill up this ground to make this golden crown
Giving hope to people all around
The ocean blue as the sky
The bridges reach up high
All the tourists can’t help but sigh
There is a technological alley called the Silicon Valley
With chips and computers
That helps us connect with peers
There’s entertainment galore
From Hollywood to Star Wars
A mouse with two ears
Brings even the old to cheer Such is my California
May it live for another hundred years

Diversity in California
Opening up my front door
Stepping out into the world
Listening to the different languages converting
Then down the street where all the delicious foods are
Tasting the Italian pizza, smelling the American burgers
Finally at school seeing all the beautiful colors
Whites, blacks, browns, yellows, and reds
Sharing a room to learn
At the end of the day
Coming home to my Mexican food
Thinking what a beautiful day

The Poppy Sea
Gazing at the red, orange, and yellow sea before me,
Is this real or am I just California dreaming?
This rocky mountain transformed into a Poppy sea.
Abundant beauty, bringing on that majestic feeling.
The door to my heart unlocked as nature was the key,
Life is blooming, and painted butterflies are migrating.
Mother nature has gifted us with this journey.
Simple, majestic, mesmerizing.
Open your eyes and you too will see.
I’m living my life. California dreaming...California living

California Dreaming
California dreaming is the place to be
Full of culture like a family tree
Go there to enjoy a nice beach
Water so deep it’s out of reach
So many places to go and explore
Oh California how much I adore
Cities so big and fun
Can even play baseball in the hot sun
And even go crazy and hit a home run
We even have snow at big bear
Playing with snowballs would be unfair
Walk the streets of Hollywood
May bring you back to babyhood
California, California, your state is good.

A Golden State of Mind
This glorious sunny land is where I want to be;
Watching colors fade in cotton candy horizons,
As the days never end, slowing becoming carefree.
Lost in the whirling winds that sweep me off my feet,
Hair blowing, while my mind takes in this beautiful abyss,
Sparkling oceans, days at the beach,
but can never get enough of this heat.
Golden histories intertwining with dreams of the future is truly
the bribe, As I dream all I can remember are these;
Blue skies, high tides, and this mesmerizing vibe.

California Dream
A humid August morning.
Sun blazing, faces clear.
Sound of laugher and cheer in the air, for everyone has a dream out here.
They dream of the beach, the beautiful waves that crash and twirl them around.
They think of the forest, mysterious but beautiful.
The wild life fills their mind. The creatures crawling all around in the California sun.
The sun blazes as the children sit.
Sit dreaming of a brighter future.
Opportunity rampant everywhere in California.
That’s the California Dream.
We’re the lovers and the dreamers.
We look to the bright stars to tell us our next move.
We run, we climb but never die
For the California dream lifts us up, cradles us, and tosses us to the future
And that’s the California dream.

California Dreaming
Land of Sunshine;
Half of beauties untold
like Francis Betty Silverwood once said,
I’ll love you through my childhood and I’ll love you when I’m old.
Mountains rugged and mountains of gold;
Her poppy will forever be bold.
The great Pacific’s broad expanse
Spreads out before my vast glance,
And in her ceaseless song, I hear
The memories of forgotten years;
Here I beheld her peaceful shore
Or listened to the breaker’s roar.
Dare I say a prophecy,
As sang the holy men of old,
Of rock-built cities to grow
Along her shining shores of gold,
Crowding athirst into the sea,
What wondrous marvels might be told...
She must be reasoning,
“Well, what are you thinking?”
Alas, I must be California dreaming.

Why We Come
Everyone who comes, is someone who wants to grow
We come to California to live our dreams, and yes, we are here to stay
We come to start new lives and show you what we know
We bring our cultures and foods and pave a new way

Here, the youth’s ideas are made
Everyone has a story, everyone has a past
When people need help, we should aid
Everyone is part of a community here, there are no outcast.

California Dreaming’
Only the steady sound of California’s dormant ocean waves can give you the serene
escapade that you’ve been missing. They drown out your worries away, away for
another day.
The mystic and deep blue of the bubbling waters that stretch out infinitely in their
own autonomy under the constant sky.
The ocean does not hold the soft blue of the morning like the forest trees do, or the
dreamy canvas of splashes of pink, orange and yellow as an easel does.
No, the ocean holds nothing. Instead, it reflects. It reflects the panorama of limitless

colors and fluffy white clouds. You’ll find a world under the unwavering waters
when you can that expands that single sky.

Somewhere in Californua
There’s a place somewhere out west,
The pictures seem to show it best,
Mystic skies,
Sun in my eyes,
Feelings are oracular,
And everything’s spectacular
The seas are a nice reflection
Of this place of introspection,
There’s a cool breeze
That blows with ease,
With a torch in one hand,
Running on the sand,
There’s a strange sense of nostalgia,
It’s a sort-of metanoia,
I want this feeling to last,
But the hours have already passed,
The sun descends,
And lantern ascend,
The bonfire burns bright
Heading into twilight
I’ll lay down and yawn,
I’ll stay here till dawn

The Golden Beauty
There she lays so calm and peaceful
Beautiful ocean sides and mountains
The wind blowing ever so graceful
From its grand forest to its vast canyons
A place of hopes and dreams
Filled with all sorts of ethnicities
Where we all correspond as one team
Living in her many marvelous cities
She is something you’ve never seen before
Her name I truly adore
California

As I Walk This Distant Journey
As I walk this distant journey
I see beautiful things
Wonderful things
Breath taking things
As I walk this distant journey
I meet new people every day
Some I care for in every single way
Some I love
And some that care for me
Support me in all my decisions
As I walk this distant journey
I see a world where we can all
Live in peace and harmony
Where we can grow and learn off each other
Like brother and sister
As I walk this distant journey
I succeed in things
am proud of the things I do
I wish I could do more good in this world
I can, I will
We all will
We have a destiny here on earth
We just have to learn what it is
As I walk this distant journey ...
I’m California Dreaming

